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Maxwell was so awkward in high school his classmates didn’t believe him
when he said he moonlit as a soul singer around town. They, of course,
couldn’t get into the clubs that Max commanded. Buzz flared up. Vibe
called him the next Prince. He signed to Columbia and recorded at
Electric Lady before “neo soul” was even a thing. And here’s the clincher:
deciding he wanted to make the next I Want You, he used his clout to get
Leon Ware, the guy who fucking produced I Want You, to supervise his
first album. Talk about Revenge Of The Nerds.

Maxwell’s Urban Hang Suite, freshly reissued on vinyl alongside 2009’s
BLACKsummers’night, is no I Want You. But it is one of the deftest
recreations of its strategy – disappearing into your own creative control,
creating more of a tapestry than a star vehicle. It didn’t matter if Maxwell
was singing all the time. He was creating, and now he had plenty of famous and talented friends to help him realize
his vision, not to mention a big-label budget.

Part of the magic of Urban Hang Suite is its spaciousness. Maxwell doesn’t sound at pains to exert his presence. His
voice doesn’t come in for nearly three minutes. Sometimes he’s so deep in the mix his singing is incomprehensible,
and sometimes the music is so ambient his words barely scan as language. Urban Hang Suite might come across
as impersonal, and indeed its breeziness means it’s easy to miss the underlying concept – it follows a relationship
from seduction to marriage. But it’s more satisfying to drown in this music than to try and figure it out.

If you come to Urban Hang Suite expecting an experience like the other “neo soul” touchstones – Voodoo, Baduizm,
The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill – you’ll likely be disappointed. Instead of the slow analog burn of those albums,
Urban Hang Suite is inorganic, tight, perhaps even a bit stiff. R. Kelly is as much a touchstone as Marvin, with
“Reunion” biting the sound of 12 Play. Parts of it arguably sound like elevator music, especially closer “The Suite
Theme.” But that’s part of the vibe. Urban Hang Suite evokes well-furnished apartments and luxury skyscrapers; it’s
“urban” as an aesthetic rather than a vaguely racist marketing term.

It’s perhaps inaccurate to compare Urban Hang Suite to any of its contemporaries in the New York soul vanguard, in
part because it predicted it. I don’t know whether or not Maxwell knew of the boho explosion to come when he
started recording at Electric Lady, but he came up on the crest of it and benefitted tremendously from it. He raked in
the bucks while drowning in his own creative control; his next two albums were bloated and inconsistent, but they
sold like hotcakes. Then, just like every other person making soul in New York in the late ‘90s, he disappeared.

BLACKsummers’night ended an eight-year drought and promised more as part of a planned trilogy. Only it and this
year’s blackSUMMERS’night (yes, it’s confusing) have come out so far. When the final installment comes out, I
suspect it will throw the other two in new light. BLACKsummers’night, on its own, is a bit underwhelming; it’s short,
conservative, and not terribly memorable. But it feels like a clearing; he shaved his sideburns, reined in his urge to
indulge, and made an understated, stately soul album that rebuked the excess of his prior work.

There are no 7-minute suites here, no leitmotifs or themes or interludes, just nine slabs of purist live-band soul that
at times approaches adult contemporary. It’s sumptuous, brilliantly arranged, often beautiful – the ambient tail of
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“Pretty Wings,” laced with slow horns, is as gorgeous as the rest of the song. Its range is broad, spanning from
uptempo pop (“Love You”) to funk (“Cold”) to the typical ballads. But it keeps a consistent mood; it sounds alive but
subdued, lush but cold.

If Urban Hang Suite is a sumptuous feast, BLACKsummers’night is like a single piece of high-end sushi on a plate.
It’s satisfying and refreshing while it’s being enjoyed, and though there’s something to be admired in its purity, it
ultimately leaves you wanting more. It’s worthy of praise for its crystal-clear intent, but it feels a bit like a teaser for
something more audacious – which blackSUMMERS’night was though perhaps not quite as consistent. I have a
hunch blacksummers’NIGHT will be the best of the bunch, if the world’s still in one piece by the time it comes out.
Twenty-five years into his career, Maxwell still provides more questions than answers.
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